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ABSTRACT 
 

     In this paper, we study the existence of the fixed point for T quasi-contractive type mappings in the setup of 
partially ordered spaces. We also introduce T  generalized weakly quasi-contractive mappings and present necessary 
conditions to obtain fixed point for such mappings in ordered spaces. As an application of our results, periodic points of 
T quasi-contractions is obtained. We also provide examples to illustrate the results presented herein.  
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1.  INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES 

 
 Let ),( dX  be a metric space. A self map f  on X  is said to be a Banach contraction mapping, if there 

exists a number 0,1)[k  such that 
 ),(),( yxkdfyfxd   

for all Xyx , . 
If f  is a Banach contraction mapping on a complete metric space X , then by Banach contraction 

principle, f  has a unique fixed point, that is, there exists one and only one Xx  such that .=)( xxf  Banach 
contraction principle has several applications in different branches of mathematics. 

As a generalization of Banach contraction mapping, the notion of T contraction mapping has been 
introduced by Beiranvand et al. [3]. 

Let ),( dX  be a metric space. A map XXf :  is called a quasi-contraction if for some constant 
[0,1)  and for every Xyx , ,  

 )}.,(),,(),,(),,(),,({max),( fxydfyxdfyydfxxdyxdfyfxd   (1) 
      This concept was introduced and studied by Lj. Ciric [4], in 1974. A result of Ciric shows that every quasi-
contraction f  , defined on a complete metric space has an unique fixed point and recently, in [9] and [10] some 
fixed point theorems for quasi-contractive mappings in cone metric spaces have been proved. 

 
Definition 1.1 A mapping XXf :  is said to be a T -quasi-contraction if  
 )},,(),,(),,(),,(),,({max),( TfxTydTfyTxdTfyTydTfxTxdTyTxdTfyTfxd   

for all ,, Xyx   where 0,1)[ .  
 
If IT =  (the identity mapping on )X , then the above definition reduces to the definition of quasi-

contraction mapping. 
 
Definition 1.2 Let ),( dX  be a metric space. A mapping XXf :  is said to be sequentially 

convergent (subsequentially convergent) if for a sequence }{ nx  in X  for which }{ nfx  is convergent, }{ nx  also 

is convergent ( }{ nx  has a convergent subsequence).  
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Existence of fixed points in partially ordered metric spaces was first investigated in 2004 by Ran and 
Reurings [14], and then by Nieto and Lopez [12]. 

In this paper, we establish some fixed point theorems for quasi-contractive type mappings in a partially 
ordered complete metric space. 

 
2  MAIN RESULTS 

   
Throughout this paper, let ),( X  be a partially ordered set, }=:{=)( xfxXxfF   be the fixed 

point set of f , }:{=)( fxxXxLF f   be the lower fixed point set of f , and  

 )}.,(),,(),,(),,(),,({max=),( TfxTydTfyTxdTfyTydTfxTxdTyTxdTyTxM  
 

We start with the following result. In fact, we show that under some appropriate conditions, every T-quasi-

contraction f  defined on a complete partially ordered metric space X  with )
2
10,[  has a fixed point in X . 

 
Theorem 2.1  Let ),,( dX   be a complete partially ordered metric space and XXT :  be an 

injective, continuous subsequentially convergent mapping. If XXf :  be a nondecreasing map such that for 
every elements Xyx ,  with yx  , 

 ),,(),,(),,({max),( TfyTydTfxTxdTyTxdTfyTfxd   
                 )},,(),,( TfxTydTfyTxd  (2) 

where )
2
10,[ , then )( fF  provided that there exists an 0x  ,)( fLF  and one of the following two 

conditions is satisfied: 
(a) f  is continuous self map on X ; 

(b) for any nondecreasing sequence }{ nx  in X  such that zxn   as ,n  it follows that zxn   

for all .Nn  
Moreover, f  has a unique fixed point iff the fixed points of f  are comparable.  
  
Proof. Since 0x  fLF )(  and f  is nondecreasing, therefore 0

1
0 xfxf nn   for each .Nn  Define 

a sequence }{ nx  in X  with 0= xfx n
n and so nn fxx =1  for all .Nn  If there exists a positive integer n  

such that 1= nn xx , then 00
1

0 == xffxfxf nnn   implies that 0xf n  is a fixed point of f . Assume that, 

1 nn xx  for every positive integer n . Since ,1 nn xx   therefore by replacing x  by 1nx  and y  by nx  in 2, 
we have  

 ),(=),( 11 nnnn TfxTfxdTxTxd   

 ),,(),,(),,({max 111 nnnnnn TfxTxdTfxTxdTxTxd   

        )},(),,( 11  nnnn TfxTxdTfxTxd  

 ),,(),,(),,({max= 111  nnnnnn TxTxdTxTxdTxTxd  

         )},(),,( 11 nnnn TxTxdTxTxd   

 )},(),(),,(),,({max 1111   nnnnnnnn TxTxdTxTxdTxTxdTxTxd  

 )],,(),([= 11   nnnn TxTxdTxTxd  
which further implies 

 ),,(),( 11   nnnn TxTxhdTxTxd  
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where 



1

=h . Obviously, 1.<0 h  Repeating the above process, we get ,  

 ),,(...),(),( 0111 TxTxdhTxTxhdTxTxd n
nnnn    

for all 1,n  and so for ,> nm  we have 

 ),(...),(),(),( 1211 mmnnnnmn TxTxdTxTxdTxTxdTxTxd    

 ),(...),(),( 10
1

10
1

10 TxTxdhTxTxdhTxTxdh mnn    

 ),()...(1= 10
1 TxTxdhhh nmn   

 ).,(
1 10 TxTxd

h
hn


  

      It follows that 0.=),(lim mn
n

TxTxd


 Since X  is complete, there exists an element Xz  such that 

.=lim 0 zxTf n

n 
 

As T  is subsequentially convergent, so we have uxf in

i
=lim 0


 for some u  in ,X  where }{ 0xf in

 is a 

subsequence of }.{ 0xf n  Since T  is continuous, TuxTf in

i
=lim 0


 which by uniqueness of limit, implies that 

.= zTu  
If f  is continuous selfmap on X ,  then TuTfu = , therefore we have ufu = . If f  is not continuous, 

then by the given assumption uxfx in

in 0=  for all Nn ,  it follows that 

 ),(),(),( TuTfxdTfuTfxdTfuTud
inin   

 ),,(),,(),,({max TfuTudTfxTxdTuTxd
ininin  

         ),()},(),,( TuTfxdTfxTudTfuTxd
ininin   

 ),,(),,(),,({max= 1 TfuTudTxTxdTuTxd
ininin   

        ),()},(),,( 11 TuTxdTxTudTfuTxd
ininin    

 ),,(),,(),,({max 1 TfuTudTxTxdTuTxd
ininin   

        ),,()},(),,(),( 11 TuTxdTxTudTfuTudTuTxd
ininin    

which, on taking the limit as ,i  implies that 
 ),,(),( TfuTudTfuTud   

and hence 0=),( TfuTud  or equivalently TfuTu = . So fuu = . 
Suppose that fixed points of f  are comparable. Let w  be another fixed point of f  such that uw  . 

With out any loss of generality, we assume that wu  . Using (2), we obtain that 
 ),(=),( TfwTfudTwTud  
         )},(),,(),,(),,(),,({max TfuTwdTfwTudTfwTwdTfuTudTwTud  
         )},(),,(),,(),,(),,({max= TuTwdTwTudTwTwdTuTudTwTud  
         ),,( TwTud  

and hence 0=),( TwTud  which further implies that wu =  as T  is injective.  
 
Remark 2.2 The conclusion of Theorem 2.1 holds if we replace the subsequential convergence assumption 

of f  by sequential convergence assumption.  
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Example 2.3 Let [0,1]=X  be endowed with the usual ordering and let d  be the usual metric on .X  

Let XXfT :,  be defined by 2= xTx  and /2= xfx .  For any Xyx ,  with ,yx    

 )(
4
1=),( 22 xyTfyTfxd   

          )
4

(
4
1 2

2 xy   

          )}
4

(,
4

,
4
3,

4
3),{(max

4
1=

2
2

2
22222 xyyxyxxy   

          )}.,(),,(),,(),,(),,({max= TfxTydTfyTxdTfyTydTfxTxdTyTxd  

      Thus (2) is satisfied with .
4
1=  Obviously, f  is continuous and nondecreasing and T  is injective, 

continuous and sequentially convergent. Thus all conditions of Theorem 2.1 are satisfied.  Moreover, 0  is the 
unique fixed point of .f   

 
If XIT =  (the identity mapping on )X  in Theorem 2.1, then we obtain the following result. 
 
Theorem 2.4  Let ),,( dX   be an ordered complete metric space and let XXf :  be a 

nondecreasing map such that for every elements Xyx ,  with yx  , 
 )},,(),,(),,(),,(),,({max),( fxydfyxdfyydfxxdyxdfyfxd   (3) 

where )
2
10,[ . If there exists Xx 0  with ,00 fxx   and one of the following two conditions is satisfied: 

(a) f  is a continuous self map on X ; 

(b) for any nondecreasing sequence }{ nx  in X  such that zxn   as ,n  it follows zxn   for all 

,Nn  then )( fF . 
Moreover, f  has an unique fixed point provided that the fixed points of f are comparable.  
 
Example 2.5 Let [0,1]=X  be endowed with usual order and usual metric and XXf :  be defined 

by 
4

=
2xfx . 

Clearly, f  is continuous and nondecreasing.  Let Xyx ,  with .yx   Then  

 )(
4
1=),( 22 xyfyfxd   

         )
4

(
4
1 2xy   

         }
4
1,

4
1,

4
1,

4
1),{(max

4
1= 2222 xyyxyyxxxy   

         )},(),,(),,(),,(),,({max= fxydfyxdfyydfxxdyxd  
         ).,(= fxyd  

Therefore, (3) is satisfied with .
2
1<

4
1=  Thus all the conditions of Theorem 2.6 are satisfied.  

Moreover, 0  is the unique fixed point of .f   
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Theorem 2.6  Let ),( X  be a partially ordered set such that there exists a complete metric d  on X  
and XXT :  be an injective, continuous subsequentially convergent mapping.  Let XXf :  be a 
nondecreasing map such that for every elements Xyx ,  with yx  , 

 )),,((),(
2
1),( TyTxMTyTxMTfyTfxd   (4) 

 and )[0,)[0,:   is a lower semi-continuous function such that 0>)(t  for all )(0,t  and 

0.=(0)  Then )( fF  provided that there exists an 0x  ,)( fLF  and one of the following two conditions 
is satisfied: 

(a) f  is continuous self map on X ; 

(b) for any nondecreasing sequence }{ nx  in X  such that zxn   as ,n  it follows that zxn   

for all .Nn  
Moreover, f  has an unique fixed point provided that the fixed points of f are comparable.  

Proof. We take the same sequence }{ nx  as in the proof of Theorem 2.1. If there exists a positive integer n  

such that 1= nn xx , then nx  is a fixed point of f . Assume that, 1 nn xx  , for every positive integer n . Since 

,1 nn xx   therefore by replacing x  by 1nx  and y  by nx  in (2),  we have 

 ),(=),( 11 nnnn TfxTfxdTxTxd   

           )),,((),(
2
1

11 nnnn TxTxMTxTxM     

where 
 ),,(),,(),,({max=),( 1111 nnnnnnnn TfxTxdTfxTxdTxTxdTxTxM   

                  )},(),,( 11  nnnn TfxTxdTfxTxd  

            ),,(),,(),,({max= 111  nnnnnn TxTxdTxTxdTxTxd  

                  )},(),,( 11 nnnn TxTxdTxTxd   

            ),,(),,({max 11  nnnn TxTxdTxTxd  

                  )},,(),( 11   nnnn TxTxdTxTxd  

      Assume that ),(),( 11 nnnn TxTxdTxTxd   , for some positive integer n . Then we have 

),(2),( 11   nnnn TxTxdTxTxM ,  and so  

 )),,((),(),( 111 nnnnnn TxTxMTxTxdTxTxd     
therefore,  

 0,)),(( 1  nn TxTxM  

that is, 0=),( 1 nn TxTxM  , which implies that 1= nn TxTx  or that 1= nn xx , contradicting our assumption that 

1 nn xx , for each n . Therefore, ),(<),( 11  nnnn TxTxdTxTxd , for all 0n  and so ),( 1 nn TxTxd   is a 

monotone decreasing sequence of non-negative real numbers. Hence,  there exists an 0r  such that 
rTxTxd nnn

=),(lim 1 . 

From the above facts we have for all 0n ,  
 ),,(),(),(),( 1111 nnnnnnnn TxTxdTxTxdTxTxMTxTxd    

so we have, .2=),(lim 1 rlTxTxMr nnn
   

Taking the upper limit as n  in the above inequality, and since   is l.s.c., we have  
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 ),(lrr   
so we have 0== lr . Hence  

 0.=),(lim 1 nn
n

TxTxd   (5) 

 
Next we show that }{ nTx  is a Cauchy sequence. If not, then there exists 0>  for which we can find 

subsequences }{ )(kmTx  and }{ )(knTx  of }{ nTx  such that )(kn  is the smallest index for which 

kkmkn >)(>)(  and  
 .),( )()( knkm TxTxd  (6) 

 
This means that,  
 .<),( 1)()( knkm TxTxd  (7) 

 
From 6 and triangle inequality  
 ),(),(),( )(1)(1)()()()( knknknkmknkm TxTxdTxTxdTxTxd    

   ).,(< )(1)( knkn TxTxd   
 

Letting k  and using 7 we can conclude that  
 .=),(lim )()( knkm

k
TxTxd


 (8) 

 
Moreover, from  
 ),(|),(),(| )(1)()()()(1)( knknkmknkmkn TxTxdTxTxdTxTxd    

and  
 ),(|),(),(| )(1)()()()(1)( kmkmknkmknkm TxTxdTxTxdTxTxd    

and  
 ),(|),(),(| )(1)(1)()(1)(1)( kmkmknkmknkm TxTxdTxTxdTxTxd    

and using 5 and 8 we get  

 .=),(lim=

),(lim=),(lim

1)(1)(

1)()()(1)(










knkm
k

knkm
k

knkm
k

TxTxd
TxTxdTxTxd

 (9) 

 
As }{ nx  is nondecreasing and )(>)( kmkn ,  from 2  

 ),(=),( )()(1)(1)( kmknkmkn TfxTfxdTxTxd   

 )),((),(
2
1

)()()()( kmknkmkn TxTxMTxTxM   

 ),,(),,(),,({max
2
1

)()()()()()( kmkmknknkmkn TfxTxdTfxTxdTxTxd  

         )},(),,( )()()()( knkmkmkn TfxTxdTfxTxd  

 )}),(),,({max( )()()()( kmkmkmkn TfxTxdTxTxd  

 ),,(),,(),,({max
2
1= 1)()(1)()()()(  kmkmknknkmkn TxTxdTxTxdTxTxd  

        )},(),,( 1)()(1)()(  knkmkmkn TxTxdTxTxd  
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 )}),,(),,({max( 1)()()()(  kmkmkmkn TxTxdTxTxd  
where  

 ),,(),,(),,({max=),( )()()()()()()()( kmkmknknkmknkmkn TfxTxdTfxTxdTxTxdTxTxM  

                    )},(),,( )()()()( knkmkmkn TfxTxdTfxTxd  

              ),,(),,(),,({max= 1)()(1)()()()(  kmkmknknkmkn TxTxdTxTxdTxTxd  

                    .)},(),,( 1)()(1)()(  knkmkmkn TxTxdTxTxd  
 

Making k  and taking into account 9, we have  

 )()(
2
1    

and from this inequality 0=)( . By our assumption about  , we have 0=  which is a contradiction. So, 

}{ nTx  is a Cauchy sequence. 

Since X  is complete, there exists an element Xz  such that .=lim 0 zxTf n

n 
 As T  is subsequentially 

convergent, so we have uxf in

i
=lim 0


 for some u  in ,X  where }{ 0xf in

 is a subsequence of }.{ 0xf n  Since 

T  is continuous, TuxTf in

i
=lim 0


 which by uniqueness of limit,  implies that .= zTu  

If f  is continuous selfmap on X ,  then TuTfu = , therefore we have ufu = . If f  is not continuous, 

then by the given assumption uxfx in

in 0=  for all Nn ,  and it follows that 

 )),((),(
2
1),(=),( 1 TuTxMTuTxMTfuTxdTfuTfxd

inininin   

where  
 ),,(),,(),,({max=),( TfuTudTfxTxdTuTxdTuTxM

inininin  

                 )},(),,(
inin TfxTudTfuTxd  

           ),,(),,(),,({max= 1 TfuTudTxTxdTuTxd
ininin   

                 )},,(),,( 1inin TxTudTfuTxd  

which, on taking the limit as ,i  implies that 

 )),,((),(
2
1),( TfuTudTfuTudTfuTud   

and hence 0=),( TfuTud  or equivalently TfuTu = . So fuu = .  
  

3  Periodic point results 

 Clearly, a fixed point of f  is also a fixed point of nf  , for every ,Nn  that is, )()( nfFfF  .  

However, the converse is false. For example, the mapping ,: RRf  defined by xfx 
2
1=  has an unique 

fixed point 
4
1

 , but every ,Rx  is a fixed point of 2f . If )(=)( nfFfF  for every ,Nn  then f  is said to 

have property P . For more details, we refer to [16] and references mentioned therein. 
Recently, the study of Periodic points for contraction mappings has been considered by many authors, for 
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instance, every quasi-contraction XXf :  with the constant )
2
10,[ , where X  is a cone metric space, 

has the property P ([10], Theorem 3.1.) and, if ),( dX  be a cone metric space, and T -Hardy-Rogers contraction 
XXf :  satisfies some appropriate conditions, then f  has property P ([6], Corollary 3.3.) 

 
Definition 3.1  [1] Let ),( X  be a partially ordered set. A mapping f  is called dominating on X  if 

fxx   for each x  in X .  
  
Example 3.2 [1] Let [0,1]=X  be endowed with usual ordering. Let XXf :  be defined by 

,= 3
1

xfx  then fxxx =3
1

  for all .Xx  Thus f  is a dominating map.  
  
Example 3.3  [1] Let )[0,= X  be endowed with usual ordering. Let XXf :  be defined by 

n xfx =  for 0,1)[x  and nxfx =  for ),1,[ x  for any ,Nn  then for all ,Xx  fxx  , that is f  is 
a dominating map.  

 
We have the following result:  
Theorem 3.4  Let ),,( dX   be a partially ordered complete metric space and XXT :  be an 

injective mapping.  Let XXf :  is a nondecreasing mapping such that for all Xx  with ,fxx   we have  

 ),,(),( 2 TfxTxdxTfTfxd   (10) 
where 0,1)[ . Then f  has the property P  provided that )( fF  is nonempty and f  is dominating on 

)( nfF .  

Proof. Let )( nfFu  for some 1>n . Now we show that fuu = . Since f  is dominating on )( nfF , 

therefore fuu   which implies that ufuf nn 1  as f  is nondecreasing .  Using (10),  we obtain that 

 ),(=),( 121 ufTfuTffdTfuTud nn   

          ).,(=),( 2221 ufTfuTffduTfuTfd nnnn    
       Repeating the above process, we get 

 ),,(),( TfuTudTfuTud n  
which on taking the limit as n , implies that 0=),( TfuTud  or equivalently TfuTu = . So )( fFu .  

 
Theorem 3.5 Let X , T  and f  be as in Theorem 2.1.  If f  is dominating on X , then f  satisfies 

property P .  
 
Proof. From Theorem 2.1, )( fF . We shall prove that (10) is satisfied for all fxx  . Indeed, f  is 

dominating so that .fxx   Also, xffx 2  , as f  is nondecreasing .  Using (2), we have  

 ),(=),( 2 TffxTfxdxTfTfxd  

 ),,(),,(),,({max 2xTfTfxdTfxTxdTfxTxd  

        )},(),,( 2 TfxTfxdxTfTxd  

 )},(),(),,(),,({max 22 xTfTfxdTfxTxdxTfTfxdTfxTxd   

 )],,(),(= 2xTfTfxdTfxTxd   
that is, 

 ),,(),( 2 TfxTxdxTfTfxd   
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where .
1

=





 Obviously, 0,1)[ .  By Theorem 3.4, f  has property P .  
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